


   Od polovine brda kamen gospodari, 

njegujući guju u svojoj surovoj šutnji, 

iznad sunce poput grabljivice krstari 

držeći zemlju u nedoumici i smutnji. 

                                             Vlado Puljić 



 This project was focused on two hill forts 
dating back to the Bronze Age located on 
the territory of the former Rovinj 
municipality. The two hill forts are 
Maklavun and Mušeg. 

 



 - We have learned important facts about Maklavun-a significant 

cultural heritage site  

 We have learned about the importance of the valorization and 
preservation of cultural heritage  

 We have placed info boards at the site  and marked the Maklavun-
Mušeg path and our initiative contributed to the development of 
cultural tourism and cycling tourism in Istria. 

 We have connected four different professions in the development of 
this project thus emphasizing the importance of team work 

 We have established collaborations with scientifical institutions, 
tourist boards and the local community 



  The first step of our research was learning about Maklavun. 
 



    Archeologist Damir Matošević from the Rovinj Heritage 
Museum delivered a lecture on hill forts and tumuli 
(Bronze Age tombs)… 

 

 

On 29 March 2017 he introduced us to 
the world of archeology. 

 



  We created a logo for our project and cleanup… 

…that was printed on the 
promo T-shirts along with the 
logos of the schools and 
collaborators. 
. 



  Then we organized a cleanup of the site and of the  path leading to it.  



    After working hard with our cooking teacher while 
preparing the bread dough that we baked in the oven, we 
enjoyed our well-deserved meal. 



We marked the 8-km long Maklavun-Mušeg path . 

 



  We designed and 
printed a leaflet (1000 
copies)… 

…that presents the basic facts and 

interesting information on 
Maklavun in 4 languages as well as 
a bike/ tracking path map. 



     We made an info board and placed it at the site.  
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We thank… 


